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I. Introduction  
 

1. Statistics Canada’s methodology branch offers a suite of generalized systems that support the 

survey methodological tasks carried out by its users.  These users include methodologists working within 

the methodology branch, subject matter experts internal to Statistics Canada as well as organizations 

external to Statistics Canada.  Each system is developed to carry out a set of commands specific to a 

survey process such as sampling, estimation or edit and imputation.  In general, these systems, or 

modules within, can be categorized into specific areas of the Generic Statistical Business Process Model 

(GSBPM) (UNECE, 2016).  These systems may differ slightly in how they function as software but share 

the idea that they are developed to function in a SAS® environment. 

2. The edit and imputation processes for several surveys at Statistics Canada are supported with the 

Generalized System Banff.  It offers several methodological solutions for developing, evaluating and 

applying edits as well as several imputation methods.  The processes are developed as SAS procedures 

meaning that they can be applied independently as required by the survey.   

3. The methodology systems are maintained through a Continuity and Quality Maintenance (CQM) 

plan that ensures that each system is routinely revisited to make sure that it meets the needs of users and 

are in-line with any informatics or statistical infrastructure changes within the agency.  The edit and 

imputation system Banff (Statistics Canada, 2014) (Kozak, 2005) is one of those systems that will be 

under review with new development being incorporated in 2018-20.  Statistics Canada is in the process of 

gathering internal wish list items that it will include in this new system.  At the same time, the system 

cannot be developed in an isolated internal environment and Statistics Canada is gathering suggestions 

from external users.   

4. These ideas cannot be developed in an isolated internal environment and Statistics Canada is 

looking to collaborate on the development of any updates to the system by including functionalities 

developed by other agencies. The Common Statistical Production Architecture or CSPA (UNECE, 

2015b) offers such an opportunity. This collaboration has been clearly identified as a priority of the 

organization.  The challenge is how to make this happen.  How does one collaborate rather than simply 

share end results?  Who will be in a position to share their work?  What does collaboration mean for 

Statistics Canada?  How is the project management process simplified / made more difficult with 

collaboration in mind?  The goal of this paper is to give an overview of where Statistics Canada currently 

stands with Banff and where its developers would like to go with the system.  With this in mind, there is a 

high level of interest to foster partnerships where Statistics Canada can work with other agencies to help 

develop the system. 
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II. Banff Overview 
 

A. Brief History 
 

5. Banff was originally developed as a replacement for the Generalized Edit and Imputation System 

(GEIS) (Kovar et al., 1998) which was built on the Numerical Edit and Imputation prototype developed 

in the 1970s and early 80s. The methodology currently used in Banff is nearly identical to that of GEIS. 

However, the main functionality that Banff offers is that it is built upon on a SAS architecture and the 

individual SAS procedures in Banff are independent of one another. Banff is available for the UNIX 

computing platform as well as the Windows computing environment on the PC. The current version of 

Banff version 2.06 was released in 2014 which included new outlier detection functionality. 

 

B. Functionality 
 

6. The current version of Banff offers 9 different procedures or SAS PROCS.  These procedures can 

be loosely classified into review, selection and amendment procedures for those familiar with the Generic 

Statistical Data Editing Models (GSDEMs) (UNECE 2015a).  In addition to those functions, Banff offers 

functions that are used to develop and verify the edits.  These functions are not necessarily part of 

GSBPM process but aid in developing the functions that would be used there.  The procedures are either 

called directly or called through the optional Banff Processor where metadata for the edit and imputation 

process are put in a multi-table Excel spreadsheet. A simple SAS macro call invokes the Banff Processor.  

It reads the metadata and generates a SAS program that will call Banff procedures as well as any SAS 

programs defined by the user. The Banff Processor also generates the code needed to manage the 

input/output files of the Banff procedures or user-defined programs, making sure there is a link between 

the procedures and programs. The idea is that the Banff Processor allows the user to spend more time on 

developing the editing strategy rather than having to maintain a program every time a change is required. 

The procedures available are the same whether they are called through the Banff Processor or directly in 

SAS. 

 

7. The first set of functions are used to develop and analyse the edit rules.  They would not 

necessarily be part of a regular production schedule but used when the edit rules are being developed.  

Once the edits are in place, a user would not necessarily be interested in using these functions on a 

regular basis unless the edits are modified. 

 

(a) Proc Verifyedits 

This procedure allows the specification and analysis of the edit rules.  It offers a quick and easy 

way to simplify and clean a set or group of edits. Supplied edits take the form of linear equalities 

or inequalities and at this point no survey data is required.  From the list of supplied edits, it 

identifies any redundant edits, deterministic variables or hidden equalities. A minimal set of edits 

may be determined and examined to ensure that all relationships implied by the group of edits 

are acceptable to the user.  The procedure also generates the extreme points, or vertices, of the 

feasible region or convex region bounded by the edits. These points represent the most extreme 

acceptable data records and give the user a better understanding of the shape of the feasible 

region which is being specified.  

 

(b) Proc Editstats 

This procedure applies a group of edits to a SAS dataset and determines if each observation 

passes, misses or fails each edit. Five tables summarizing the status codes are produced and 

may be used to fine-tune the group of edits or to evaluate the effects of imputation. The 

summary statistical tables that are offered as output include: 

• Number of records that pass, miss or fail each edit 

• Number of records that pass, miss or fail k edits 

• Overall counts of records that pass, miss or fail 

• Number of times each variable is involved in an edit that passes, misses or fails 

• Number of times each variable contributes to the overall record status.   
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8. The following functions would be used in the review stage.  They include the application of 

outlier detection routines or the application of edit rules. The original data are not changed in these 

procedures. 

 

(c) Proc Outlier 

This procedure identifies outlying observations using either Hidiroglou-Berthelot (HB) 

(Hidiroglou and Berthelot, 1986) or Sigma-Gap (SG) (Ingram and Davidson, 1983) methods. 

Values of selected variables go through distribution edits.  They are compared across records 

rather than comparing fields within each individual record, as is done with the linear edit 

rules.  The system can separate values into those considered as errors requiring imputation, 

extreme values that are considered valid but should be excluded from imputation processes 

and finally, those observations considered to be valid. 
 

(d) Proc Errorloc 

The purpose of the Error Localization procedure is to identify the fields which must be changed 

in each individual record in error so that the record can be made to pass all the edits. This process 

is based on the minimum change principle (Fellegi and Holt, 1976). The fields, which require 

imputation, are identified during the execution of Error Localization, but no imputation actually 

takes place. The values, which will replace the original values in these fields, are not determined 

until the imputation phase. 

 

9. The last set of functions is used to amend values that were identified by the selection functions. 

These functions basically consist of imputation procedures for missing or inconsistent values. 

(e) Proc Deterministic 

The Deterministic Imputation procedure analyses each field previously identified as requiring 

imputation to determine if there is only one possible value that would satisfy the original edits. If 

such a value is found, it is imputed during execution of this procedure. 

 

(f) Proc DonorImputation 

The Donor Imputation procedure uses a nearest neighbour approach to find, for each record 

requiring imputation, the valid record that is most similar to it and that will allow the imputed 

recipient record to pass the user-specified post imputation edits. The imputation is performed if 

such a record is found. Donor Imputation is the preferred method of imputation for many 

applications because all fields requiring imputation are taken from the same donor record and 

relationships between the imputed variables are therefore retained. 

 

(g) Proc MassImputation 

This procedure is a special case of donor imputation for imputing blocks of data or all of the data 

for a particular record.  Matching fields are specified by user and nearest-neighbour approach is 

applied.  In this approach the donor records are assumed to be ‘clean’.  It is often used in 2-phase 

sampling when complete blocks of information are missing for non-sampled units. 

 

(h) Proc Estimator 

This procedure imputes one variable at a time using a variety of imputation estimators. The user 

may choose from 20 pre-defined imputation estimator algorithms or may specify his own custom-

defined algorithms (the terms “imputation estimators” and “algorithms” are interchangeable 

here). There are two types of algorithms available in Banff: estimator functions and linear 

regression estimators. These algorithms may reference current and historical data. All historical 

data are assumed to be correct. The user may choose to base any of the required parameters 

(means or regression coefficients) on all acceptable values in the variable or may describe a 

subset of records to be used in the calculation of the parameters. Because the algorithms are 

applied independently to selected variables, the resulting imputed records may not pass the 

original edits. The user may reprocess the imputed records through the Error Localization 

procedure of Banff or their own error localization routine to determine if this has happened. 
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(i) Proc Prorate 

This procedure will pro-rate groups of data one record at a time in an attempt to ensure that the 

components of a sum add up to the desired total within each record. It incorporates features 

which allow it to discriminate between previously imputed and original data and therefore can be 

applied as a post-imputation procedure, as well as a stand-alone treatment. For each case where a 

summation does not match the total, the equation in question is submitted to one of the two 

available pro-rating algorithms in order to rake the components to match the total. It is then 

submitted to a rounding algorithm to ensure the variables involved are outputted with the proper 

number of decimals. 

 

III. Current Users 
 

A. Internal Users 

10. Banff is used extensively within Statistics Canada mainly amongst Business surveys where 

numerical financial values are the main concern.  The Integrated Business Statistics Program (IBSP) is 

one of the main users where common architecture and survey methods are shared amongst 60 surveys.  It 

is also used by several of the monthly surveys and agriculture surveys.  Within Statistics Canada, Banff 

shares the editing responsibility with a separate system CANCEIS, which has been presented at the work 

session on Statistical Data Editing in the past (Guertin, 2014).  CANCEIS is developed and primarily 

used by the Census and offers better treatment options for categorical variables. 

 

B. External Users 

11. Outside of Statistics Canada several groups or organizations currently use Banff or have 

considered using it in their data editing process. They include the US Bureau of Economic Analysis, US 

Census Bureau, the US Department of Agriculture, Office for National Statistics as well as various 

National Statistical Organizations (NSOs) from Finland, Ireland, Italy, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, 

Slovenia, Sweden.  The extent of their use is not exhaustively known.  Some countries use Banff as a 

pillar of their editing strategy while others have simply evaluated it as part of their editing process. 

 

C. Using Banff 

12. The precise way that Banff is used differs from user to user.  Part of the challenge is preparing 

the edits for the Banff functions and this is simplified with use of the Banff processor.  The processor 

allows users to specify much of the metadata that is required in the E&I process.  This includes the edit 

rules, lists of variables, procedures to be used, and Banff options and parameters.  Some users find that 

the processor does not meet their needs and have adopted systems specific to their survey or organization.  

It is clear that the editing functions in Banff provide only a small part of the entire processing of collected 

survey data and some of the major differences between users is how the editing functions fit in the overall 

process. 

 

 

IV. Determining the Needs 

 
13. As part of its Continuity and Quality Maintenance (CQM) plan, the methodology branch at 

Statistics Canada routinely considers the option of improving the functionality of its statistical systems. 

An upcoming proposal is to revisit Banff.  The main goals of this project are not yet defined.  The scope 

could be very small and include minor enhancements to the existing system or, if warranted, it could be a 

complete overhaul of the system and its functionality. 

 

A. Consultations 

14. In order to determine the requirements, Statistics Canada has undertaken a 4-pronged approach.  

First, existing internal users are being consulted in focus group meetings.  Second, external users are 

being consulted via an email questionnaire.  Third, the Generalized Systems group has its own set of 

improvements.  Finally, this paper is being presented to the Work Session to gain input from international 

experts.  
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15. The internal user consultation and focus groups consisted of 3 meetings.  Given that the IBSP 

program is one of the biggest sets of users, the IBSP methodologists were consulted in a session directed 

specifically to them.  The remaining sessions were to non-IBSP methodologists in English and French.  

The main findings seem to suggest that there is a high level of satisfaction with the functionality offered 

by Banff.  There were few suggestions in terms of missing functionality or major improvements required 

for the system.  The functions are meeting the basic needs of the survey areas.  The issues expressed were 

in terms of specific details of specific arguments.  One area of concern is the continuity of information 

brought from function to function through the editing process and it was felt that improvements could be 

made there to ensure that the system was easier to use.  

 

16. The external survey was sent to all organizations that were given access at some point to Banff.  

Only a few organizations responded but those that did respond gave valuable insight into their use and 

suggestions for improvement.  Statistics Canada has no direct way of determining if the nonrespondents 

are actually using the Banff system in a production environment.  From just the few responses, it seems 

that the system is being used at a variety of levels.  Some are using it to handle their entire editing process 

while others are using just a few functions.  Some users demonstrate that the system fits quite well into 

their edit processing while others have developed entire systems that allow a smoother transition between 

the Banff editing steps.  Some groups have evaluated Banff and decided that it did not meet their needs at 

all.  There was the suggestion that the SAS closed-source nature of Banff was not helpful. 

 

17. The external user respondents each gave valuable insight.  For instance, Statistics Finland 

included reference to much of the discussion around data editing within the UNECE task team for 

Generic Statistical Data Editing Models.  Their response suggested a mixed approach of using Banff with 

tailor made macros within a SAS EG environment.  One of the main things that they pointed out were 

what they termed ‘holes’ in the editing process. This is where there are requirements by the user to 

process and analyse function output and prepare this for input into the next step of the editing process.   

 

18. Within the Generalized Systems section, we are aware of some of challenges with Banff that 

have been brought to our attention through user support.  As stated earlier, our main internal users are 

effectively using Banff in their editing process and require little in terms of additional development.  

However, there are issues that have been identified but have not been addressed through system updates 

because of conflicting priorities.  Some of these challenges have been identified through our own testing.   

 

19. The other challenge for the development group is to continue to modernize and develop new 

ideas rather than resting and allowing the system and processes to become outdated.  Does Banff offer the 

right functionality to process the volume of transactional data (BIG Data) to assist typical survey 

programs? Statistics Canada will have to work closely with the system programmers to determine what 

needs to be modified.  New approaches to address transactional data challenges may have to be 

developed, if not borrowed from international partners. At the same time, Statistics Canada’s 

methodology branch is conducting research projects to identify potential development ideas.  A current 

project is looking at the use of cross-validation tools in the imputation process. 

 

20. Finally, Statistics Canada has played a strong part with the High Level Group for the 

Modernization of Official Statistics (HLG-MOS).  It has shared its systems with the group and has been 

working with ideas such as the Common Statistics Processing Architecture (CSPA).  To the level of our 

understanding, Banff is CSPA compliant.  This being a systems architecture designation rather than 

methodological has some challenges when considering improvements to the system. It is difficult from a 

methodological standpoint to fully understand how to develop new functions while considering CSPA 

compliancy.  Statistics Canada are aware of the Generic Statistical Data Editing Models (GSDEM) and 

from a certain level, it appears that our processes fit with those models.  Statistics Canada is interested in 

linking Banff to other international modules or systems in order to increase its functionality to process 

modern data. The current modules listed in the CSPA catalog must also be considered as potential 

alternatives or additions. 
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B. Non-Users 
It is relatively easy to consult users of the Banff system and understand that the system is meeting their 

needs to a certain extent. It is more challenging to consult the non-users.  Only internal and external 

groups who have access to the Banff system have been contacted.  A more rewarding approach to 

determine missing functionality or required enhancements would be to consult those not using the 

system.  Those groups will have to be consulted to determine what systems they are using instead of 

Banff and the reasons why.  It is hoped that the UNECE forum is one way to gain this information. 

 

C. System Requirements 
The Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM) is an important part of the work being carried out by 

the UNECE.  Again, similar to the other ideas, systems like Banff may already be following many of the 

key ideas but it was never developed with the GSIM in mind.  Statistics Canada will have to determine if 

this model will affect future development of Banff. 

 

V. Next Steps  
 

21. Statistics Canada is well aware that the systems that it builds benefit from international 

collaboration and the sharing of tools.  Valuable knowledge is gained through feedback and areas for 

improvement are identified.  There is potential for increased efficiencies in the face of reduced resources.  

The collaboration aspect was identified as a priority by Statistics Canada in its Corporate Business Plan 

(http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/about/bp).  Under ‘Efficiency, robustness and responsiveness’, one of our 

key strategies for 2016-17 to 2018-19 is ‘collaborating with other national statistical offices in the 

development and sharing of common tools’. 

 

22. In order to be rewarded, Statistics Canada must be open to allowing others to contribute to the 

development of our systems and be open to simply using functions developed by other statistical 

departments and research groups.  We are asking for other countries participating in the UNECE work 

session on statistical data editing for their help in further developing Banff.  What are the needs not met 

by the system? What functions have the UNECE member states developed or willing to work on that are 

not part of the current system?  What knowledge and experience do they have with respect to HLG-MOS 

initiatives that they can share with us to ensure that the system fits with these ideas? In parallel, Statistics 

Canada will continue to determine what can be improved from its standpoint with internal wish list items, 

research projects and issues identified by our internal users. 

 

23. Collaboration has been under consideration for some time at Statistics Canada.  In 2014, the 

potential advantages and potential partners were identified.  At that time, the NSOs of Australia and New 

Zealand were identified as likely partners in the development of Banff.  New Zealand had a licence for 

Banff while Australia demonstrated an interest in the system.  Statistics Canada already has a strong 

working relationship with Australia with several visits from them in the last decade.  Sweden was also 

mentioned in the report because of their work with Selekt.  Could Banff benefit from the integration of 

ideas from this set of macros?  Finland has demonstrated its interest in Banff and has shared their SAS 

EG interface.  They have been integral in the development of the GSDEMs.  Ongoing contribution from 

UNECE member states would clearly be an asset in any future development of editing functions. 

 

VI. Challenges 

 
24. There are several challenges that Statistics Canada is anticipating by reaching out to the 

international community to help develop the next version of Banff.  There have been experiences with 

international projects such as the work with the Australian DataAnalyzer in order to bring it into Statistics 

Canada’s environment as a Confidentialized Analysis service for microdata.  (McLellan, 2014).  The 

basic challenges are simply from the standpoint of working with others.  Different levels of commitment, 

timelines, priorities and governance all need to be addressed to ensure that everyone works well together.  

Even the ‘simple’ challenge of differing time zones and distance has to be considered.  The roles and 

responsibilities of all involved have to be made at the outset of the project.  Project managers will have to 

ensure that proper definitions of the scope of the project and expectations from participants help to 

minimize these challenges.   

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/about/bp
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25. Along with the management challenges, Statistics Canada will be challenged with ensuring full 

transparency in sharing information and programming.  As highlighted by some external users, the closed 

black-box nature of Banff prevents some users from wanting to use the software.  Statistics Canada is no 

different where any system or process would have to be fully evaluated before integration into Banff.  

There have been some attempts at cooperative projects in the past which were met with administrative 

hurdles when attempting to share system syntax.  It seems that a fully open-source environment is not in 

the near future with intellectual property and user support being identified as some of the main issues.  It 

seems like a first step would be to ensure that anyone developing new functionality will have the required 

level of access to system code. 

 

26. Statistics Canada has a strong dependency on SAS and Windows / Unix.  Most of the systems 

that it is using are developed directly using SAS or by developing SAS procedures in C.  There is a strong 

push to consider cheaper, more flexible, options like R for a programming language or Linux as an 

operating system.  Many R ‘packages’ are readily available and easily shared in an open-source 

environment.  At Statistics Canada, there are several groups evaluating R as an alternative option.  There 

will have to be considerations for options in R, or other statistical languages, that will meet the needs in 

the development of Banff.  

 

VII. Conclusion 
 

27. The future of generalized systems depends on a more flexible architecture that meets a variety of 

needs from different areas.  They must be flexible enough to handle a variety of user needs but also be 

flexible in adapting to new needs and including new methodologies.  The GSBPM and the GSDEMs 

provide models that can help frame the editing systems and functions, while CSPA provides solutions for 

sharing tools.  It is challenging for one organization to develop the vast array of flexibilities on its own 

and shared responsibilities are being sought.  In order for this to work, the developers will also have to be 

more flexible and evolve in the way that they develop and share our information.  Statistics Canada and 

the methodology branch are hoping to work in this direction with the development of the next version of 

Banff.  In order to do so, Statistics Canada requires strong relationships to be built with other 

organizations that share this vision and it is hoped that the UNECE work session on statistical data 

editing is a venue to begin this process. 

 

28. Special thanks to Claude Poirier, Susie Fortier and Jackey Mayda for their help in preparing this 

paper.  Their guidance is highly appreciated. 

 

29. SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 

trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. 
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